0 n+2 = P& n +i -QOE n , (P, Q rational integers), and let p be an odd prime dividing neither Q nor P 2 -4Q - (a-/3) 2 , the discriminant of the polynomial (2) x 2 -Px + Q = O -a)0 -|8) associated with (l).f We write as usual U n = (a n -/3 w )/(a-/3), F n =a w +/3 n for the two Lucas functions built upon the roots a and /3 of (2).
The distribution of the multiples of p in the corresponding sequences (U) n and (V) n is well known: namely, multiples of p always occur in (£/)»; more specifically, £/ n = 0 (mod p) when and only when n = 0 (mod r), where r is the restricted period J of (U) n modulo p. In the sequence (V) n> multiples of p occur when and only when r is even. In this case, F n =0 (mod £) when and only when n^O (mod r/2), w^0 (mod r).
For the sequences (U) n and (F)" then, we know not only when multiples of p will occur, but where multiples of p will occur. Under the assumption that r is odd, I propose to obtain a criterion which reduces the problem of determining when multiples of p will appear in any sequence (W) n (specified only by its two initial values W 0 and W\) to the more fundamental (unsolved) problem of determining the characteristic numberj and restricted period % of the Lucas functions associated with any given quadratic polynomial of the form (2). * Presented to the Society, June 20, 1934. f The excluded values of p are evidently trivial for the theorem that follows, t For definitions of these terms, see my Note on the period of a mark in a finite field, this Bulletin, vol. 40 (1934), pp. 279-281. 825 In fact, let P' and Q' be rational integers satisfying the congruences
(4Q -P*)Q' s W7 -WWiP + FP<?Q (mod f ),
be the Lucas function associated with the polynomial x 2 -P'x+Q' = (x-a') (x-(3') . Then a necessary and sufficient condition that the sequence (W) n should contain multiples of p is that the restricted period of U' n modulo p should be an even divisor of 2r. Combinatorik, 2d éd., 1927, p. 143. nomial coefficient* (n \r) is denned by (n ;r)
This expression, as Gauss showed,f is a polynomial in q which reduces to the ordinary binomial coefficient when g = l. The identity in question may now be written as follows:
4. Proof. The general term of the sequence (W) n may be expressed in the form
Thus the restricted period of (W) n modulo p is a divisor of the restricted period r modulo £ of the Lucas function Z7 n . Therefore the sequence (PF) n will contain terms divisible by p when and only when the rational integer X If A and B are rational integers modulo p, they cannot both be congruent to zero, and we take for A that one which is incongruent to zero modulo p. We have a ^0 mod p, since p was assumed prime to Q.
